Oaks Avenue, Worcester Park, Surrey, KT4 8XE
Offers in excess of £725,000

Oaks Avenue, Worcester Park, Surrey,
KT4 8XE
• Semi Detached Chalet
• Large Conservatory
• Sought After Road
• Three Reception Rooms
• Kitchen / Dining Room
• Downstairs W/C
• Front drive and garage
• Good Schools
• Great Transport Links to London
• Mature Private Garden
Situated on a well regarded avenue in a highly sought
after tree lined road A well presented and spacious
four/five bedroom semi detached family home, within
a mile of both Worcester Park and Stoneleigh train
Station, with Zone 4 rail service to London Waterloo.
This extended chalet four bedroom semi detached
home comprises a sizeable entrance hallway leading
through to a spacious living room, a separate dining
room which opens on the garden facing conservatory,
and a beautiful modern kitchen/breakfast room.
In addition, you’ll also find a modern W.C, a home
office/study room, a sizeable further
reception/conservatory and a separate cloakroom.

On the first floor there are four genuine double
bedrooms, one benefiting from an modern en-suite
bathroom/ bedroom, and build in wardrobe.
To the rear is a well maintained and mature private
garden which extends to approximately 65’.
To the front there is a generous amount of off street
parking, and access to the garage.
ideally located for popular local schools, several well
regarded schools are also close by including Nonsuch
and Meadow Primary schools, and Cheam High
School. The wide open spaces of historic Nonsuch
Park are also just a short walk away.

Viewing highly recommended.
Exclusive to Kaybridge Residential
Disclaimer
These particulars are believed to be correct and have
been verified by or on behalf of the Vendor. However,
any interested party has to satisfy themselves as to
their accuracy and as to any other matter regarding
the property or its location or proximity to other
features or facilities which is of specific importance to
them. Distances and areas are only approximate and
unless otherwise stated fixtures contents and fittings
are not included in the sale. Prospective purchasers
are always advised to commission a full inspection
and structural survey of the property before deciding
to proceed with a purchase.
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These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any
part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must
satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to
make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.

